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Quentic – the online solution for
an interconnected and mobile EHS
and CSR management system
Quentic is one of the leading providers of Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions for Environment, Health & Safety (EHS) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for the European market.
The company was founded by the managing directors Markus Becker, Sebastian Mönnich and
Hardy Menzel in 2007 and is headquartered in Berlin, with branch offices in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Finland, Belgium, Denmark, and the Netherlands. New offices in other European
cities are coming soon. Quentic currently employs over 200 people worldwide. Users include
over 650 companies, ranging from small and medium-sized businesses to globally active corporations. Customers like Siemens AG, MAN SE and BayWa AG use the software platform to
strengthen their EHS and CSR management.

The Quentic Platform
Occupational safety has become a complex field of laws, obligations and norms that companies
need to navigate. To act in compliance, companies need to document, evaluate and pass on a
large amount of information. In practice, we often see different departments and locations
taking different approaches, which leads to inconsistent data and duplicates that then need to
be remerged. This not only requires a lot of additional and unnecessary effort, but also means
that companies do not have access to the right information, indicators or documents when
they need them.

Link data, connect stakeholders and get people engaged
Quentic networks data, connects all EHS and CSR stakeholders and generates enthusiasm
across the entire field. The online platform includes 8 modules, namely Health & Safety, Risks &
Audits, Hazardous Materials, Legal Compliance, Online Instructions, Processes, Environmental
Management and Sustainability. The Quentic App adds to this by enabling mobile incident
reporting in next to no time. Users can combine the individual modules to create a custom
solution that best serves their needs. Interconnections throughout the system is of great value
as well, strengthening collaborative efforts while enabling a big picture view of all company
processes. Quentic is also well-suited to support companies working in compliance with ISO
14001 (environmental management), ISO 45001 (occupational health & safety) and ISO 50001
(energy management). DEKRA Assurance Services GmbH has confirmed this. The platform can
assist with documentation, organization and evaluation, giving companies a clear map to navigate through the legal maze and reduce liability risk to a minimum. Projects can often blend
together across departments, locations and even countries, but Quentic helps you keep company processes running efficiently and within legal parameters.
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Improve workflows and involve participants as needed
Thanks to Quentic, makeshift individual solutions, chaotic list-keeping and endless spreadsheets are a thing of the past. Whether employee, manager, service provider or auditor,
personalized overviews show every user what they need to know for their work. Evaluations
and reports can be created with just a few clicks, and in-system data sharing and task allocation
saves precious time. Quentic can depict company-specific structures like locations, facilities and
site units just as they are, making the online solution helpful for both large corporations and
mid-market companies. Quentic is already being used in over 50 countries. Internationally
active companies benefit from the time and location independent nature of the SaaS solution,
which also boasts 20 interface languages.

Quentic’s core offerings for occupational health and safety
Health & Safety
· Organize and document health and safety protection efforts
· Manage risk assessments and operating instructions
· Record incidents/accidents and report them to your employers’ liability insurance
association
Users can efficiently document and evaluate risks with the Health & Safety module. To protect
against accidents and health risks, determine safeguards directly in the system. It is also easy to
go through the steps of a risk assessment in Quentic – thanks to offline functions that don’t
require direct system access. Operating instructions can be created easily with just a few clicks.
Widely-used hazard statements and symbols are already built in to the platform. At a glance,
user can see what qualifications colleagues possess and when the next round of instructions is
due – tailored to fit various activities and roles. When an appointment needs to be planned,
those responsible can easily set it up and invite participants to attend by email. Critical incidents and near misses can also be easily documented. To avoid similar problems in the future,
cause analyses can immediately be started and corrective actions derived. If an accident does
happen, users can effortlessly create a ready-to-send notice of accident and send it to the
employers’ liability insurance association – even from a smartphone. Evaluating accident
indicators allows for a detailed internal overview and helps you to implement the correct
preventative measures.
Quentic App
· EHS reporting from a smartphone, for both employees and external providers
· Usable even when offline

With the Quentic app, users can immediately report incidents while still at the scene and send the
report to the responsible parties from a smartphone. Thanks to customizable forms and integrated
photo functionality, things can always be reported in the desired format. Inspection results can be
sent in instantly during an inspection, and employees have immediate access to current risk assessments while on site. The app works both online and offline and can therefore be used independently
when needed. Mobile reporting makes EHS management vivid and accurate in real time.
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Other modules
Online Instructions
· Instructions for employees and external service providers
· Multimedia content (SCORM-compatible) and comprehension tests

Hazardous Materials
· Fulfill obligations to establish, inform and protect
· Hazardous material index with GHS/CLP labels
· Hazardous good management and safety data sheets
Risks & Audits
· Support all process steps for internal and external audits
· Aspect and risk assessments, determining management programs

Legal Compliance
· Legal register, manage facilities and permits
· Organize and document technical inspections

Environmental Management
· Monitor resources, waste registers, correctly display disposal processes
· Evaluate indicators and incorporate them into environmental reports

Sustainability
· Assess company activities and their impact
· Reports and analysis of various indicators

Processes
·
·

Depict process chains and guidelines for action
Visualize workflows and connections

Quentic Services
In addition to its software product offering, Quentic also provides a comprehensive ranges of
services to its customers and users. This ranges from intensive consulting for module selection,
implementing the system at a company and assisting with national or international rollouts –
always tailoring level of involvement to customers’ wishes. Quentic also offers ready-to-use
content like sample risk assessments, audit questions, question catalogs and extensive content
for online instructions, as well as access to the consulting and content of Quentic’s international partner network.
At the core of Quentic’s services lies the concept of exchange and a network of knowledge and
people. This is why users, partners and employees keep up an active dialogue in the Quentic
Community and meet up at the yearly HS2E (Health, Safety, Sustainability & Environment)
forum. This specialist conference is hosted by Quentic and has since established itself as a
platform for continuing education and networking for EHS specialists, sustainability managers
and all other users of Quentic’s software offering. The 2020 German language meeting for EHS
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practitioners will take place from March 25th-26th in Berlin. Quentic extended invitations to its
first international meetup in Finland in September 2019. The 2nd annual international HS2E
forum will take place in fall 2020.
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